The first round juror & appeal funder claims that I confused the symbol with website
backgrounds, which is not true. He also incorrectly claims that I claimed that the token
symbol on CoinGecko has a white background, this is also not true.
On both the 20th and 22nd of October, I claimed that the symbol displayed on coin tracking
websites, such as CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap, and also on Switch’s Twitter, Telegram,
Medium, Instagram, and website was a dark circle. At the time of the challenge, during the
whole evidence and voting period, and also partly during the appeal funding period, the
Switch logo displayed on all these sources was a dark circle. You can look this up at a web
archive website1 (snapshot taken at 25 July 2020), from which I also included a screenshot
as seen below.

I haven’t found any coin tracker, such as CMC and CoinGecko, where a transparent logo
was displayed. All websites which have Switch listed are using a token symbol which
consists of a dark circle:
● https://www.livecoinwatch.com/price/Switch-ESH
● https://www.cryptocompare.com/coins/esh/overview
● https://coincheckup.com/coins/switch/
● https://coincodex.com/crypto/switch/
● https://www.coinlore.com/coin/switch
That means that the most commonly used logo was definitely not transparent at the time of
the challenge, and the jurors should rule based on the facts, at the time a submission was
challenged. Everything that changed after the challenge was made, does not matter, and
should be treated as void information. I don’t know what happened, but it seems that the
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requester or the appeal funder made a request on both CMC and CoinGecko to change their
Switch logo. This does not strengthen his case in any way however, as the jurors of the first
round ruled based on the facts at the time of the challenge. Jurors of this appeal round
should do the same, according to the spirit of the law.
Below you can find screenshots from all Switch’s official sources. As you can see, it’s
visually ALWAYS a dark circle, with a white and a blue/purple arrow inside.
Twitter: (https://twitter.com/switchag)

Telegram:
(https://t.me/joinchat/HGSP7kumphGT85h1DC79IQ)

Website: (https://switch.ag/)

Medium: (https://medium.com/@switchag)

Instagram: (https://www.instagram.com/switch.ag/)

